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Preface

This manual describes the basic concepts of TIBCO Hawk®, a tool for monitoring and managing applications and operating systems. It is intended for systems and network administrators who need to implement TIBCO Hawk software.

Topics

- Changes from the Previous Release of this Guide, page viii
- Related Documentation, page ix
- Typographical Conventions, page xi
- Connecting with TIBCO Resources, page xiii
Changes from the Previous Release of this Guide

There are only editorial changes from the previous release of this guide.
Related Documentation

This section lists documentation resources you may find useful.

TIBCO Hawk Documentation

The following documents form the TIBCO Hawk documentation set:

- **TIBCO Hawk Concepts** This manual includes basic descriptions of TIBCO Hawk concepts.

- **TIBCO Hawk Installation, Configuration, and Administration** Read this book first. It contains step-by-step instructions for installing TIBCO Hawk software on various operating system platforms. It also describes how to configure the software for specific applications, once it is installed. An installation FAQ is included.

- **TIBCO Hawk Microagent Reference** A reference to the microagents and methods used by a TIBCO Hawk Agent for system and application monitoring.

- **TIBCO Hawk WebConsole User’s Guide** This manual includes complete instructions for using TIBCO Hawk WebConsole.

- **TIBCO Hawk Programmer’s Guide** All programmers should read this manual. It contains detailed descriptions of Application Management Interface (AMI), Application Programming Interface (API) concepts, and the TIBCO Hawk security framework and its classes. It also contains detailed descriptions of each class and method for the following APIs:
  - AMI API
    - Java, C++ and C API
  - Console API
    - Java API
  - Configuration Object API
    - Java API

Programmers should refer to the appropriate language reference sections for the AMI API details. The TIBCO Hawk Application Management Interface (AMI) exposes internal application methods to TIBCO Hawk.

- **TIBCO Hawk Plug-in Reference Guide** Contains details about the Enterprise Message Service, Messaging and JVM microagents methods that are used to administer and monitor the TIBCO Enterprise Message Service server.
Related Documentation

- **TIBCO Hawk Plug-ins for TIBCO Administrator** Contains detailed descriptions of the TIBCO Hawk plug-ins accessed via TIBCO Administrator.

- **TIBCO Hawk HTTP Adapter User’s Guide** Contains information about performing discovery, monitoring of agent status, monitoring of agent alerts, method invocation, method subscription, and many more activities on TIBCO Hawk and third-party products.

- **TIBCO Hawk Release Notes** Read the release notes for a list of new and changed features. This document also contains lists of known issues and closed issues for this release.

Other TIBCO Product Documentation

You may find it useful to read the documentation for the following TIBCO products:

- **TIBCO ActiveSpaces®**
  - TIBCO ActiveSpaces Developer’s Guide
  - TIBCO ActiveSpaces Administration
  - TIBCO ActiveSpaces Installtion
  - TIBCO ActiveSpaces C Reference

- **TIBCO Rendezvous®**
  - TIBCO Rendezvous Concepts
  - TIBCO Rendezvous Administration
  - TIBCO Rendezvous Configuration Tools

- **TIBCO Enterprise Message Service™**
  - TIBCO Enterprise Message Service Installation
  - TIBCO Enterprise Message Service User’s Guide
Typographical Conventions

The following typographical conventions are used in this manual.

Table 1  General Typographical Conventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Convention</th>
<th>Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENV_HOME</td>
<td>TIBCO products are installed into an installation environment. A product installed into an installation environment does not access components in other installation environments. Incompatible products and multiple instances of the same product must be installed into different installation environments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIBCO_HOME</td>
<td>An installation environment consists of the following properties:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAWK_HOME</td>
<td>• <strong>Name</strong>  Identifies the installation environment. This name is referenced in documentation as <em>ENV_NAME</em>. On Microsoft Windows, the name is appended to the name of Windows services created by the installer and is a component of the path to the product shortcut in the Windows Start &gt; All Programs menu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONFIG_FOLDER</td>
<td>• <strong>Path</strong>   The folder into which the product is installed. This folder is referenced in documentation as <em>TIBCO_HOME</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TIBCO Hawk installs into a directory within a <em>TIBCO_HOME</em>. This directory is referenced in documentation as <em>HAWK_HOME</em>. The default value of <em>HAWK_HOME</em> depends on the operating system. For example on Windows systems, the default value is C:\tibco\hawk\5.1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A TIBCO Hawk configuration folder stores configuration data generated by TIBCO Hawk. Configuration data can include sample scripts, session data, configured binaries, logs, and so on. This folder is referenced in documentation as <em>CONFIG_FOLDER</em>. For example, on Windows systems, the default value is C:\ProgramData\tibco\cfgmgmt\hawk.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>code font</th>
<th>Code font identifies commands, code examples, filenames, pathnames, and output displayed in a command window. For example:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use <em>MyCommand</em> to start the foo process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TIBCO Hawk Concepts Guide
Table 1  General Typographical Conventions (Cont’d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Convention</th>
<th>Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>bold code font</strong></td>
<td>Bold code font is used in the following ways:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• In procedures, to indicate what a user types. For example: Type <strong>admin</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• In large code samples, to indicate the parts of the sample that are of particular interest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• In command syntax, to indicate the default parameter for a command.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For example, if no parameter is specified, <strong>MyCommand</strong> is enabled: <strong>MyCommand</strong> [*enable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>italic font</strong></td>
<td>Italic font is used in the following ways:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• To indicate a document title. For example: See <em>TIBCO BusinessWorks Concepts</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• To introduce new terms For example: A portal page may contain several portlets. <em>Portlets</em> are mini-applications that run in a portal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• To indicate a variable in a command or code syntax that you must replace. For example: <strong>MyCommand</strong> <em>pathname</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key combinations</td>
<td>Key name separated by a plus sign indicate keys pressed simultaneously. For example: <strong>Ctrl+C</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key names separated by a comma and space indicate keys pressed one after the other. For example: <strong>Esc, Ctrl+Q</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The note icon indicates information that is of special interest or importance, for example, an additional action required only in certain circumstances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The tip icon indicates an idea that could be useful, for example, a way to apply the information provided in the current section to achieve a specific result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The warning icon indicates the potential for a damaging situation, for example, data loss or corruption if certain steps are taken or not taken.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Connecting with TIBCO Resources

How to Join TIBCOmmunity

TIBCOmmunity is an online destination for TIBCO customers, partners, and resident experts—a place to share and access the collective experience of the TIBCO community. TIBCOmmunity offers forums, blogs, and access to a variety of resources. To register, go to http://www.tibcommunity.com.

How to Access All TIBCO Documentation

You can access TIBCO documentation here:

http://docs.tibco.com/

How to Contact TIBCO Support

For comments or problems with this manual or the software it addresses, please contact TIBCO Support as follows.

- For an overview of TIBCO Support, and information about getting started with TIBCO Support, visit this site:
  http://www.tibco.com/services/support

- If you already have a valid maintenance or support contract, visit this site:
  https://support.tibco.com

Entry to this site requires a user name and password. If you do not have a user name, you can request one.
Chapter 1  Distributed Application Monitoring

TIBCO Hawk is a tool for monitoring and managing distributed applications and operating systems. TIBCO Hawk uses TIBCO Messaging software for communication and inherits many of its benefits. These benefits include a flexible architecture, enterprise-wide scalability, and location transparent product components that are simple to configure.

This chapter discusses the application monitoring challenges and how TIBCO Hawk meets these requirements. It provides an overview of TIBCO Hawk, the architecture and features of TIBCO Hawk components.

Topics

- Distributed Application Monitoring Challenges, page 2
- TIBCO Hawk Monitoring System, page 3
- Architecture, page 4
- Key Features, page 10
Distributed Application Monitoring Challenges

Computer systems today drive many aspects of business, controlling services and processes, transmitting information and identifying patterns and decisions. Increasingly the world is automated - yet who and what monitors the computers doing this work? How can we check their performance from the multitude of system parameters and program outputs?

System monitoring solutions require a number of capabilities to effectively aid the administrators of these systems. The operational alerts they create can also be used themselves as useful information in business applications that might track outputs from computer based measuring systems for example.

Monitoring Requirements

There are several requirements for operational systems monitoring. These include:

- Minimization of side-effects: Monitoring software should have negligible resource footprints, and should have a minimal effect on the performance of observed systems.
- Minimization of administration costs: Monitoring software should not be a maintenance burden, but a reliable beneficial tool, for the operations staff.
- Maximization of coverage: Monitoring software should monitor all the aspects of modern systems than are of interest to operations staff.

Most monitoring systems follow the *keep it simple* mantra for implementing monitoring. They might collect data via logs into a centralized server where scripts can execute against the monitor data – traditionally log file records – to determine required actions. However, TIBCO Hawk’s designers anticipated some additional requirements:

- Ability to handle distributed systems and very large networks of computers: with the transition from mainframe to client-server to distributed computing throughout the 1980s to 1990s and 2000s, more fault-tolerant monitoring systems were envisaged that would not require administration of centralized servers and specialized fault-tolerance mechanisms.
- Ability to grow to new monitoring requirements with minimal system intervention: both new type of measurement and new source of measurements would be required as new types of hardware and software were/are deployed over time.
TIBCO Hawk Monitoring System

TIBCO Hawk is an event-based monitoring system built around the concept of a distributed, autonomous smart agent that operates on each managed machine in the network.

The main objectives are:

- Deliver real-time visibility and control of distributed enterprise applications
- Utilize rules to assure system availability and performance

The software is designed specifically for monitoring distributed systems, so there is no centralized console or frequent polling across the network. With this structure, TIBCO Hawk is able to scale to multi-thousand node global networks without the use of hierarchical managers and has the flexibility to allow individual managed entities to be added or modified without the need to re-configure or re-start any other parts of the system.
The following diagram gives an overview of TIBCO Hawk system architecture.

Figure 1  TIBCO Hawk System Architecture

![Diagram of TIBCO Hawk System Architecture]

TIBCO Hawk consists of the following components:

- TIBCO Hawk Agent(s)
- TIBCO Hawk MicroAgent (HMA)
- TIBCO Hawk WebConsole
- TIBCO Hawk Application Management Interface (AMI)
- TIBCO Hawk Console API
- TIBCO Hawk Plugin(s)
- TIBCO Hawk Adapter(s)
- TIBCO Hawk Event Service
- TIBCO Hawk Message Transport
**TIBCO Hawk Agent**

A TIBCO Hawk Agent is an autonomous process that should be installed on each computer to monitor systems and applications on that computer. The Hawk Agents operate autonomously and use sets of rules, called “Rulebases”. These rules help Hawk agents to configure system management, status reporting, and automation tasks. For more information, refer to Chapter 2, About TIBCO Hawk Agents.

**TIBCO Hawk Microagent (HMA)**

The term *microagent* is a generic term used to refer to the Hawk managed set of methods exposed by an application. This is done using either instrumenting the application using Hawk AMI API, or via a Hawk plug-in, or via an adapter. See the following sections for a short description of each of them. The MicroAgent is covered in more detail later on in this book.

The TIBCO Hawk Microagent or HMA is a standalone partner process to the Hawk Agent and provides various methods to the Hawk agent to instrument and monitor the host operating system and applications. The HMA is an application that uses the Hawk AMI application programming interface (API) for instrumentation. The AMI API details are provided in the section below.

Like Hawk Agent, Hawk Microagent should be installed on each computer you wish to monitor.

**TIBCO Hawk WebConsole**

The TIBCO Hawk WebConsole application is a web application that provides a central view of all the distributed components interacting within Hawk System. It is a pictorial view of each of the infrastructure component that is being monitored with the help of Hawk components.

The web application enables you to:

- View statistical data about events, alerts and actions on all the infrastructure nodes that are being monitored, in the entire network as an easy-to-understand color-coded heatmap.
- Allows you to administer Rulebases, Rules and appropriate actions to be taken.
- Create your own sets of customized dashboards, without affecting other users.
Hawk WebConsole application itself is a Hawk Console-API based application; yet enables the users to monitor various Hawk Agents, Microagents and other Console-API based custom applications. Typically one instance of the WebConsole web application is sufficient to manage multiple Hawk domains and agents within those domains. For more information, refer to TIBCO Hawk WebConsole User’s Guide.

**TIBCO Hawk Application Management Interface (AMI)**

TIBCO Hawk Application Management Interface (AMI) is a set of API that allows developer community to extend and enhance instrumentation of various infrastructure components in the network by plugging into the Hawk system and making their applications manageable via the Hawk Agent. For more information, see the TIBCO Hawk Programmer’s Guide.

**TIBCO Hawk Plug-in**

TIBCO Hawk plug-ins are Java components that reside and run inside the process space of a Hawk Agent. They are used to connect to a third party application using its specific protocols and expose them as microagents to Hawk, thereby enabling them to be managed by Hawk. TIBCO Hawk installation provides TIBCO Hawk EMS Plug-in and Hawk JVM Plug-in. For more information, refer to TIBCO Hawk Plugin Reference Guide.

**TIBCO Hawk Adapter**

TIBCO Hawk Adapter is similar to the Hawk Plug-in in terms of interfacing a 3rd party application as a microagent, except that it runs outside the process space of the Hawk Agent. It runs as a standalone process that adapts the application specific management and monitoring protocols to the Hawk System by using the Hawk AMI API.

**TIBCO Hawk Event Service**

TIBCO Hawk Event Service is a Console API-based application that records activities of TIBCO Hawk Agents. The Event Service logs all TIBCO Hawk system events such as agent activation and expiration, alerts, clears, and Microagent and rulebase changes. It writes entries on these activities to data files which can be accessed by external applications. It can also execute a user-supplied script to notify system administrators of an expired agent. When communication with an agent is lost, the Event Service can invoke a user-provided script. Alerts and notifications can be recorded to log files or a database.
Typically, a single active instance of the TIBCO Hawk Event Service runs on the network. You may run additional instances as standby for the primary instance. For more information, refer to Chapter 7, The TIBCO Hawk Event Service.

**TIBCO Hawk Message Transport**

TIBCO Hawk provides a choice of message and event communication mechanisms for inter process communications between various Hawk components.

You can choose one of the following as the primary message transport mechanisms to communicate between Hawk Agents and Console-API based console application such has Hawk WebConsole or Hawk Display (deprecated in Hawk 5.0).

- **TIBCO Rendezvous** (Default message transport mechanism for Hawk, but need to be installed separately)

  TIBCO Rendezvous (RV) allows distributed applications to exchange data across a network. TIBCO RV provides software applications robust support for network data transport and network data representation. It is supported on many hardware and software platforms. Hence it is possible to communicate seamlessly among various application programs running on a variety of computers architecture and operating systems in a network. Please refer to TIBCO Rendezvous documentation for details.

- **TIBCO DataGrid** (Distributed as part of the standard Hawk installation)

  TIBCO DataGrid is a peer-to-peer distributed in-memory data grid. It is a form of virtual shared memory that is replicated on distributed devices and applications. It also provides an application programming interface (API) that allows developers to store and retrieve data to and from the grid similar to a database as well as provide messaging capabilities, and implement database like and messaging functionality.

  Some of the important features of TIBCO DataGrid are:
  
  — Store/retrieve data.
  
  — Cluster membership notifications when members of the cluster leave and join the cluster.
  
  — Remote invocations to one or more members of the grid.

  For more information, refer to TIBCO ActiveSpaces documentation for details.

- **TIBCO Enterprise Messaging Service** (Need to install separately)

  TIBCO Enterprise Messaging Service (EMS) is based on Java Message Service (JMS), the messaging specification of the J2EE (Java Platform Enterprise
Edition) architecture. It provides a standardized interface for enabling communications between J2EE-compliant applications, Enterprise Java Beans, and various application servers.

TIBCO EMS product is a high-performance implementation of JMS specifications and employs a store-and-forward architecture. It supports both queue-based and publish/subscribe messaging, local messaging transactions (in which multiple messages may be sent or consumed as an atomic unit of work), message selectors, and much more. Refer to TIBCO EMS Documentation for details.
TIBCO Hawk agents perform the work required to monitor applications and systems. An agent can have a rulebase, rulebase map, or schedules object.

An agent runs on each node on the network and monitors local conditions. Each agent uses collections of locally loaded rules organized into rulebases to apply monitoring logic. A rulebase tells an agent how to monitor particular application or system resources and what actions to take when specific conditions are detected. TIBCO Hawk includes pre-built rulebases that monitor basic system level parameters, and administrators can build additional rulebases using editors in TIBCO Hawk WebConsole. Rulebases can be selectively loaded to an agent or group of agents on a temporary or permanent basis.

The TIBCO Hawk WebConsole application shows alert messages generated by rulebases and presents them in an organized view. Alerts are color-coded to indicate the severity of a reported problem. Clicking on an alert message displays the error message along with a recent history of problems on the node. TIBCO Hawk WebConsole does not store centralized monitoring intelligence; it simply offers a view of events on your distributed systems.
**Key Features**

As the complexity and size of a distributed network increases, most tools that manage these networks also increase in size and complexity. Many of these tools use a centralized approach for gathering information and performing tasks, making heavy use of polling and point-to-point messaging. The result can be excessive network bandwidth, bottlenecks, and compromised reliability and efficiency of the network. TIBCO Hawk addresses these problems by providing a monitoring solution that is scalable, location transparent, reliable, and flexible.

**Scalability**

A scalable network management tool seeks to minimize network traffic so the least amount of bandwidth is used. Also, to be truly scalable, the bandwidth consumed should not grow proportionately as a distributed network grows. TIBCO Hawk agents monitor conditions on their local machines and send alerts over the network only when problems are detected, an approach that has major scalability advantages over a central, dedicated console server. With centralized server-based architectures, monitoring data is collected from remote nodes via network polling or point to point messages to the console generated by simple agents on the devices. After gathering or receiving this information, the console server then makes centralized monitoring decisions. The network bandwidth consumed by polling-based systems grows proportionately with the number of monitored nodes, as does resource utilization on the console machine. Eventually, additional console servers must be employed to scale the system. Using the distributed event-driven monitoring architecture employed by the TIBCO Hawk system, network bandwidth and system resources are conserved by decentralizing and distributing the monitoring load. Another advantage of this method is that alerts are generated only when a problem exists, so under normal conditions minimal network bandwidth is used.
Location Transparency and Fault Tolerance

A TIBCO Hawk agent runs on each node, where it collects information, applies monitoring logic, and carries out event notification and corrective actions. TIBCO Hawk agents are autonomous because they monitor and perform management tasks independently of TIBCO Hawk WebConsole. Fault-tolerance is built in because agents perform tasks independently of any other agents or user interface. If one or more agents on the network ceases to function, other agents continue to monitor local data and perform tasks.

On the contrary, in the console server model, if the server becomes disabled, all monitoring stops until another console server can be brought on line. Additionally, as all connections are point-to-point, all remote agents must be manually reconfigured to connect to the new server and all polled connections need to be rediscovered.

Advanced Monitoring Logic

TIBCO Hawk provides flexibility in performing monitoring tasks. The rules or policies you create can be very simple or complex. Using advanced features, you can implement solutions like the following:

- Automatically restart a failed process.
- Create a series of escalating actions to respond to a continuing or deteriorating problem.
- Clear an alert when certain criteria are met.
- Selectively ignore an intermittent condition and respond only after it persists.
- Take an action when an alert clears, such as sending a stand-down notice to a backup systems administrator who is on call.
- Switch rules automatically to support different monitoring setups.
- Create thermostat-like controls to respond to fluctuating conditions.
- Automatically alter monitoring behavior based on user defined schedules.

Flexibility

A distributed network typically must support multiple platforms and enterprise applications. In such a heterogeneous environment, many different combinations of objects require monitoring and many variations of routine tasks require automation. The TIBCO Hawk environment is flexible enough to support these variations, both internally and through components designed to communicate with external application environments.
Administrators can tailor the TIBCO Hawk environment by building custom rules and by automatically executing commands and custom scripts. Programmers can extend TIBCO Hawk by instrumenting applications using the AMI protocol, or by using AMI to build gateways between agents and non-instrumented applications. The Console API also provides a comprehensive interface for communicating with TIBCO Hawk agents, allowing programmers to build customized display applications or sophisticated, multi-level decision-making programs that can draw data across multiple agents. The Configuration Object API allows you to build custom rulebases, and can also build custom rulebase editor.
Chapter 2  About TIBCO Hawk Agents

This chapter discusses how a TIBCO Hawk agent uses microagents to gather and receive information. It also describes the alert messages generated by an agent.

Topics

- Overview, page 14
- Microagents, page 15
- View a Microagent, page 16
- Invoke a Microagent Method, page 16
- Subscribe to a Microagent Method, page 17
- Alert Messages, page 18
Overview

To monitor a system or application on the network using TIBCO Hawk, you install and run a TIBCO Hawk agent on the host machine. The agent is a process that monitors activity on a particular machine by querying microagents.
Microagents

The agent interfaces the managed objects on its local machine using microagents. Microagents communicates with managed objects such as operating system subsystems, agent components, log files, event logs or applications. Each microagent exposes a set of methods to the agent that the agent uses to collect information and take action.

A set of default microagents is included when you install TIBCO Hawk software. The complete list varies by operating system, but the following standard microagents are installed on all platforms:

- The `Self` microagent gathers version information for the local agent, the security policy in effect, and available microagents. It also activates or deactivates the collection of diagnostics for technical support.
- The `SysInfo` microagent gathers basic information on the operating system, hardware architecture, computer name and IP address of the agent machine.
- The `Process` microagent counts instances of a process on the agent machine and gathers process usage statistics.
- The `FileStat` microagent gathers information on a disk file or files on the agent machine.
- The `Rendezvous` microagent gathers information on TIBCO Rendezvous daemon activity on an agent machine and on TIBCO Rendezvous licensing. This micro agent is available only when Hawk is configured to use Rendezvous as a message transport mechanism between Agent and HMA. This micro agent will not be visible when TIBCO DataGrid is configured as the message transport.
- The `RuleBaseEngine` microagent gathers information about the rulebases and takes actions on rulebases that affect the TIBCO Hawk agent.
- The `LogFile` microagent responds asynchronously each time a new line is added to a log file you specify. You can create tests that search for specific strings in a log file line.
- The `Custom` microagent executes any command-line executable that can run on the current agent machine. The microagent can also return text or numeric results from the executable.

This microagent is typically used to give a TIBCO Hawk agent access to information it cannot obtain from other microagents. It is a useful tool for extending agent capabilities.
For detailed information about these microagents with their methods, arguments and results, as well as descriptions of platform-specific microagents, see the *TIBCO Hawk Microagent Reference*. Microagent methods can be accessed interactively from TIBCO Hawk WebConsole or through rulebases downloaded to the agent. Chapter 3, *Monitoring with Rulebases*, talks about how to use a method as the data source of a rule.

You can also access methods programmatically using the Console API. For more information, see the *TIBCO Hawk Programmer’s Guide*.

### View a Microagent

When you start up an instance of TIBCO Hawk WebConsole, it automatically discovers machines running TIBCO Hawk agents on your network depending on the Hawk message transport mechanism you have configured.

Each agent has a set of default microagents, that are loaded when the agent is started. If you install and start an adapter or gateway, or instrument an application with AMI, microagents for these objects are dynamically added to the agent. In TIBCO Hawk WebConsole, you can view microagents and their methods for any discovered TIBCO Hawk agents. For detailed information about how to get the list of microagent for an agent, see the *TIBCO Hawk WebConsole User’s Guide*.

### Invoke a Microagent Method

You can invoke a microagent method in TIBCO Hawk WebConsole and immediately view the results. Invoking is useful when you want to test a method before using it in a rule, or to check a return value for troubleshooting purposes.

Microagent methods perform a wide variety of tasks, and are grouped into categories according to the impact that invoking the method has on a managed system. These categories are used by the TIBCO Hawk agent to display appropriate methods for the current context:

- **IMPACT_INFO** methods collect data.
- **IMPACT_ACTION** methods make some change to the microagent or the resource it represents.
- **IMPACT_ACTION_INFO** methods both collect data and make changes.

Microagent methods can be synchronous or asynchronous.
Subscribe to a Microagent Method

To view microagent method results over time, you can subscribe to the method in TIBCO Hawk WebConsole and view results as they are returned. Subscribing provides continuous updates of method results and displays a moving window of the result history. Creating a subscription is useful when you want to test a range of return values before specifying boundaries in a rule, or to identify general patterns of activity.
Alert Messages

Alerts are messages an agent sends to TIBCO Hawk WebConsole when a specified condition occurs. Alerts originate from rulebases that enforce your monitoring logic. In TIBCO Hawk WebConsole, the colors of each agent and container icon summarize alert levels, and the Alert Display window shows alert details for a particular agent or all agents.

Suspend Alert Messages

You can temporarily suspend an alert message, to prevent it from interfering with other monitoring tasks. For example, if a condition such as process failure is generating a high-level alert with a warning bell and the problem is being worked on, you can suspend the alert until the problem is resolved. Suspension details are added to the properties of the message. These details are visible to you and other TIBCO Hawk WebConsole users, as well as all Console API applications.

Suspending an alert message affects only the action that generated the alert. If the condition that generates the alert message also generates another type of action, such as attempting to restart the process, that action is unaffected.

Alert suspension is lifted either when the suspension interval ends or when a user invokes the `resumeSuspendedAlerts` method of the `RuleBaseEngine` microagent. For more information on microagent methods, see the TIBCO Hawk Microagent Reference.

Clear Alert Messages

Alerts are cleared when the alert condition, as defined by the rulebase, ceases to exist. Alerts generated by tests on synchronous data sources, which deliver data at fixed intervals, are cleared by default at the first test repetition when the condition no longer holds. Alerts generated by tests on asynchronous data sources, which deliver data when it becomes available, are cleared by default when the test does not evaluate to true for 15 minutes. You can modify this default behavior using advanced test and action properties in the rule. For more information, see the TIBCO Hawk WebConsole User’s Guide.

When you create an action that creates an alert, you may find it useful to include text that describes how the alert is cleared. For example, if an alert is raised when free disk space falls below 10% and is cleared only when disk space is above 15%, the alert text could be: "Free disk space is 11.6%; this alert will be cleared when the free disk space exceeds 15%."
Active alerts are kept until cleared, and cleared alerts are purged by TIBCO Hawk WebConsole when a buffer limit is reached. To view purged alerts, you can examine Event Service data files (if configured), where all alerts are written as they are raised and cleared. For more information on the TIBCO Hawk Event Service, see the *TIBCO Hawk Installation, Configuration, and Administration Guide*.

**View Console Warning Messages**

Items such as rulebase duplications, rulebase application errors and agent discovery errors are displayed in the Console Warning Window. When TIBCO Hawk WebConsole generates or receives these messages, the Console Warning Messages icon starts animating. Clicking on this icon will bring the Console Warning Messages window to the foreground.
Chapter 3  Monitoring with Rulebases

This chapter introduces the concept of a rulebase, a configuration object that allows the TIBCO Hawk agent to manage systems and applications on the network.
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Rulebases and Rules

TIBCO Hawk Agent can use several rules that contain monitoring criteria. Multiple rules can be consolidated in a collection called rulebase. In other words, a rulebase is a collection of one or more rules, whereas a rule is a user defined monitoring policy. It specifies a data source in the form of a microagent method, one or more tests that check for conditions, and one or more actions to perform if the test condition evaluates to true. Rules can monitor parameters of an operating system, application or other managed object and perform tasks.

TIBCO Hawk installation provides several such default rulebases with specialized rules. You can create additional rulebases with specialized rules. Using these rulebases, you can perform general monitoring tasks and test for very specific conditions. Escalations can be applied to actions to allow for a staged response to a condition. An agent can be configured to initially take corrective actions itself, but if the condition still persists, then call for outside help from administrators. A rulebase can be deployed on a single Hawk Agent, on a group of Hawk Agents.

TIBCO Hawk WebConsole provides an easy-to-use WYSIWYG rulebase editor that allows construction of simple and complex rules and rulebases. No scripting is required and an administrator does not need to learn special rule syntax. To simplify rule administration, rules in a rulebase should be related. Multiple rules in the same rulebase can monitor a particular application or system function. For example, an application rulebase could include one rule for raising a medium-level alert if disk space or CPU usage exceeds certain thresholds. Another rule could initiate a high-level alert and send a text or email message to the system administrator if the application process terminates.

Rulebases and associated objects have a hierarchical structure. Every rulebase contains rules which are made up of data sources, tests, and actions. The following diagram illustrates the relationships between objects in a rulebase.
Figure 2  Relationship Between Objects in a Rulebase
Binding a Rule

When you create a rule, you specify the monitoring logic and package it for a TIBCO Hawk agent. The agent can apply the rule again and again without intervention. If a problem occurs, the agent can solve it by taking corrective action, or notify you that the problem requires attention, or both, depending on how the rule is designed and implemented.

Rules consist of data sources, tests, and actions. Data sources are microagent methods that periodically collect or asynchronously return information to an agent. One or more tests are applied to the resulting data set. When a particular test evaluates to true, one or more actions can be triggered.

*Figure 3  Flow of Rules and Tests*

Although a rule uses a single data source as input, you can use a posted condition to indirectly use multiple data sources in a test. For more information, see Posted Conditions on page 36.

Data Source

The data source for a rule is its source of input data, and is always a method of a microagent. When a rule is active, the TIBCO Hawk agent subscribes to the specified method and passes method results to the test.
Tests

The data source of a rule provides information about some condition on a managed node. After information is received, one or more tests are applied to evaluate it. Each sample of data from the data source is distributed to all tests in the rule. Each test uses the data to compute a true or false value which is used in determining when to trigger actions.

A test is true only when the entire test evaluates to true, not just the test expression.

Evaluation intervals for a test depend on the type of data source used by the rule. Synchronous data sources return results to the agent at regularly scheduled intervals, where an asynchronous data source transmits data whenever it becomes available.

Test transitions, or changes between values of successive tests, can be one of four types: false to true, true to true, true to false, and false to false. By default, tests on synchronous data sources become true whenever the test expression is true, then become false the first time the test is false. Tests on asynchronous data sources, however, become false by default only after 15 minutes have passed since the last true evaluation.

Compound Tests

A compound test uses the same operators as a simple test, but allows you to combine multiple expressions using the logical operators AND, NOT, and OR. You can group expressions and insert operators in the compound test editor.

Advanced Test Features

A test can include the test expression (such as Processes > 10) and any extra conditions, such as counters, timers and additional tests. These advanced options add extra requirements for a test to evaluate as true or false.
Actions

Each test has one or more related actions. An action is the consequence of evaluation of a rule, such as an alert message or a custom script. Whenever the rule receives information from its data source, tests are evaluated. If a test evaluates to true, the related actions are triggered. Once triggered, actions are performed unless advanced options delay or prevent the action.

Advanced Action Features

Advanced action options add flexibility in timing when an action is performed. For example, using advanced options you can automate problem escalation procedures.
Save a Rulebase

Once the creation of the rulebase is complete, there are several options for you to consider. The option you choose depend on the agent configuration mode.

- **Deploy a rulebase on the agent (Apply Changes).**
  The agent will immediately start performing the monitoring tasks defined in the rulebase. Agents running in Automatic Configuration mode will also store the rulebase in their auto-configuration directory for automatic loading upon startup. Agents running in Manual Configuration mode will not store the rulebase anywhere, and will only perform the monitoring tasks defined in the rulebase for the life of the currently running process.

- **Send the rulebase to a set of agents (Send To).**
  The set of agents will immediately start performing the monitoring tasks defined in the rulebase. Agents running in Automatic Configuration mode will also store the rulebase in their auto-configuration directory for automatic loading upon startup. Agents running in Manual Configuration mode will not store the rulebase anywhere, and will only perform the monitoring tasks defined in the rulebase for the life of the currently running process.
Chapter 4  Advanced Rulebase Features

This chapter describes some advanced TIBCO Hawk rulebase features.
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Rulebase Map

A rulebase map is a configuration object that maps rulebases to TIBCO Hawk agents on your network. It directs TIBCO Hawk agents or groups of agents on your network to load particular rulebases at startup. For example, using a rulebase map you can instruct an agent to load a rulebase designed specifically for the operating system where it runs.

To efficiently manage agent configuration, an entire enterprise should use the same rulebase map.

Rulebase maps are supported only when running in Manual Configuration mode. For more information, see Configuration Modes on page 48.

When creating a rulebase map, you typically group agents on your network according to rulebase requirements. Then you map individual rulebases to agents and groups of agents and save the rulebase map. Agents in Manual Configuration mode load the rulebase map when started to determine which rulebases they require. Agents then proceed to load these rulebases, if they exist in the configuration source.
Agent Groups

Agent groups are sets of TIBCO Hawk agents on the same network with similar rulebase needs. Groups are more efficient when mapping rulebases to agents in a rulebase map. Instead of assigning a rulebase to every individual agent that needs it, you can assign it once to the group.

Every rulebase map can have two types of groups: user-defined and automatic. Automatic groups, defined for you in TIBCO Hawk, consist of operating system groups and the ALL group. The ALL group includes every agent on your network. The set of operating system groups includes one group for each operating system represented in the ALL group. For example, a network where TIBCO Hawk agents run on Solaris and Microsoft Windows has Solaris and Microsoft Windows operating system groups, and an ALL group.

You can also define groups using the Rulebase Map Group Editor in TIBCO Hawk WebConsole. User-defined groups are optional, and can include any combination of individual agents and other agent groups. For example, a user-defined group might include one or more automatic groups.

All group names begin with a plus (+) character. Operating system groups are named ++<OS>, where OS is the name of the operating system. The ALL group has the name ++.
Include a Rulebase

A rulebase can specify other rulebases to automatically load when it is loaded by an agent. This feature is useful for maintaining modular rulebase sets. For example, if rulebase A should always be loaded with rulebase B, then rulebase B can have A as a member of its include list.

You can use include lists to load rulebases when an agent starts or after it is running. However, after making updates, you should always manually distribute included rulebases using the Send To feature. An agent loads an included rulebase only if it is not already loaded. For example, an agent loads rulebase B and included rulebase A when it starts. If you modify both rulebases, then distribute the updated rulebase B to other agents, the new version of rulebase A is not reloaded because this rulebase already exists on the agent. For more information, see TIBCO Hawk WebConsole User’s Guide.

Similarly, included rulebases remain loaded on the agent when the parent rulebase is removed. To remove included rulebases, either delete them manually using TIBCO Hawk WebConsole or invoke the RuleBaseEngine:unloadRuleBase() method. For more information, see the TIBCO Hawk Microagent Reference.

Include lists are supported only when running in Manual Configuration mode. For more information, see Configuration Modes on page 48.
Add Commands to a Rulebase

You can add commands or scripts to a rulebase, then execute the command from the Get Commands menu for an agent from Hawk WebConsole. When you select Get Commands for an agent, a list of all commands from all rulebases currently loaded on the agent displays. The command is executed using the Custom:execute() microagent method on that agent.

This feature allows you to organize scripts and utilities for individual nodes, and to execute them from your TIBCO Hawk environment. You can execute commands by selecting a menu option in TIBCO Hawk WebConsole, so starting new windows and manually typing command syntax are not required. Since each node with a TIBCO Hawk agent can have a customized set of scripts or other executables supporting the applications running on that node, adding commands to a rulebase can make these utilities accessible to users without requiring them to manually log on. This is especially useful for nodes that exist outside a firewall.

Any command can be added to a rulebase, but rulebase commands are typically related to the resources or activity the rulebase monitors. For example, if a rulebase is monitoring the httpd daemon, the commands could execute scripts such as: start_httpd or kill_httpd.

To add commands to a rulebase, first you specify the command syntax in a rulebase and save it on one or more agents. Then you can execute the command on an agent using TIBCO Hawk WebConsole.
Reference Variables in a Rulebase

You can reference several kinds of variables in a rulebase. By referencing variables, the rulebase can adapt to changes on multiple machines. For example, not all machines store log files or temporary files in the same directory. Also, rulebases used on multiple platforms need to accommodate subtle differences in how path names are expressed. You can use variables rather than specifying this information manually.

Supported Types of Variables

The following types of variables are supported in a TIBCO Hawk rulebase:

- External, such as user-defined variables
- Internal, such as the name of a test in a rule
- Data source, such as a microagent method result field (Data source variables can be referenced in actions only)

Referencing these variables outside of a rulebase is not supported. For more information, see *TIBCO Hawk WebConsole User’s Guide.*
Override a Rule

When designing rules in a rulebase, you look for similar requirements among groups of agents. Rulebases can then be distributed to these groups to perform common tasks. If some agents in a group have slightly different rulebase requirements than others, you can use overriding to compensate for small discrepancies. Minimal configuration changes are required.

Overriding is a way to set precedence among similar rules. For example, a group of machines on a network all run the TIBCO Rendezvous daemon, `rvd`. You build and distribute a generic rulebase with a rule to check that the `rvd` process does not consume more than 2 MB of memory and monitors the various Host Status advisory messages for the sessions. However, two machines in this group are servers with more memory running large TIBCO Rendezvous applications. They can handle heavier loads than the other machines. For the server machines, instead of using a totally separate rulebase, you can preserve the common functionality of the Host Status advisory monitoring in the original rulebase, but add a second rulebase containing only one rule with a higher memory threshold that also has a higher precedence than the same rule in the original rulebase. The first rulebase is loaded on all agents, but you load the second only on the two servers. Since the rule on the two servers has a higher precedence, the higher threshold rule is used and the lower threshold rule in the original rulebase is disabled.

Rule names are automatically assigned and guaranteed unique in a rulebase. For rules to overlap, they must be defined in different rulebases loaded on the same agent.
Posted Conditions

A posted condition is an internal status message, similar to an alert message. Posted conditions are the result of actions in a rule, and can pass status information to other rules in the same rulebase. Each rule uses only a single data source for input, so the posted condition serves as a link between rules with different data sources. This allows you to test for conditions in more than one managed object.

Testing for Non-Zero Values

Posted conditions have integer values assigned internally by a TIBCO Hawk agent. When a rulebase is loaded, values are set to 0 until the action is performed. Performing the action creates the posted condition and gives it a non-zero value, signifying that the condition does exist and has not yet been cleared. Although the value is internal, a test in another rule can check the posted condition for existence or non-zero values. Posted conditions that can be used in a test are listed along with other parameters in the Test Builder dialog.

For example, a rule could check CPU utilization every 60 seconds. If the CPU is greater than 80% utilized when the test is evaluated, a Post Condition action named SystemTooBusy is performed and its integer value becomes non-zero. Another rule retrieving the process table every 60 seconds with a compound test to identify the processes consuming more that 50% of CPU when total usage exceeds 80% can be written as:

```
((%CPU>50) AND (SystemTooBusy>0))
```

If this test evaluates to true, an alert message that includes the PID for the process is generated. Results from multiple data sources are required to perform this monitoring task.

Counting Results

You can also use posted conditions to count the number of results returned by the microagent method. Some microagent methods return tabular data when invoked. If the method returns a table of results, an instance of the associated test is generated for every row of the table. The actual value of a posted condition is the number of associated test instances that evaluated to true. You can use this relationship to count the number of rows in the table that match some condition. A non-zero value means that at least one row in the table matched the test condition. The value of the posted condition is the exact number of rows that matched the test condition.
For example, a software virus spawns multiple copies of a common process such as a web browser. The virus uses the SYSTEM account to accomplish this, which is not the normal account for a web browser. To check for the presence of this virus on your network you could create several tests and use a posted condition. The first rule could retrieve the process table, and use a compound test to check for more than one copy of the browser process running as SYSTEM.

If ((name=="netscape") AND (user=="SYSTEM"))

When the test evaluates to true, a posted condition named SystemBrowser is created. The second rule tests the value of the posted condition. It does not require data from a microagent, but uses a token data source: the microagent method Self:getUptime():10. This method returns the number of seconds the agent has been running every 10 seconds. The actual data retrieved from the data source is discarded, but every 10 seconds this method triggers a test for SystemBrowser>1. When the test evaluates to true, a high-level alert is generated.
Schedules and Period Groups

A schedule is a configuration object that defines when a rulebase, rule, test or action is active. You define a schedule using TIBCO Hawk WebConsole and save the schedule information in a file. Then you can send the schedule to one or more TIBCO Hawk agents or Repositories, and apply the schedule to rulebase objects.

**Schedules**

In a schedule, you specify the times during which a particular monitoring activity is in effect by defining inclusion periods and exclusion periods. An inclusion period consists of specific times when an object can be active.

For example, you might have a rulebase that should be used only during business hours, so you create a schedule with an inclusion period of Mondays through Fridays, 9 AM to 5 PM. The schedule may also define exclusion periods, or times when the object must not be active, such as between 12:00 PM and 12:59 PM for lunch. A schedule is active (or "in-schedule") during inclusion periods only if no exclusion period applies. In this example, the schedule is in-schedule at 11:30 AM on Tuesday mornings. It is out-of-schedule an hour later at 12:30 PM and back in-schedule at 1 PM. The schedule is out-of-schedule at all times on Saturdays and Sundays.

Using schedules is described in the next section.

**Period Groups**

A period group defines a set of related dates or times. For example, a period group named Holiday may include all of the holidays within a year. Period groups are stored together with the schedules of an agent or repository in a schedule file.

Using period groups is described in *TIBCO Hawk WebConsole User’s Guide*.

**Rulebase Objects**

Rulebase objects are related through a hierarchy. A schedule applied to one node in the hierarchy also affects all nested objects. For more information, see *Rulebases and Rules on page 22*.
Automate Rulebase Management

Using the following methods you can automate the volume of monitoring activity at any time:

- RuleBaseEngine::loadRuleBase()
- RuleBaseEngine::loadRuleBaseFromFile()
- RuleBaseEngine::unloadRuleBase()

These methods allow you to create management rulebases that operate above other rulebases. For detailed method descriptions, see the TIBCO Hawk Microagent Reference guide.

For example, an important application that requires monitoring runs only on demand. One rulebase monitors the application, then a management rulebase controls when the first rulebase is loaded and unloaded. The management rulebase contains one rule that uses the instance count for the application process as its data source. The test checks for at least one instance of the application process. If the process exists, a Method action loads the rulebase that monitors the application. When no instances of the application exist, this test evaluates to false and a clear action unloads the monitoring rulebase.

You could also create a rulebase (for example, General) and build routine rules to check on disk space, CPU utilization, collision rates on network interface cards, and so on. When a serious condition occurs, one of the rules in the general rulebase loads a rulebase (for example, Extreme_Network_Analysis). This rulebase tests more frequently, explains in more detail, and applies more severe consequences to the serious condition. This rulebase could be developed by a network expert and may start up detection tools to perform detailed analysis.

Running this extreme analysis rulebase even when no problem exists would generate an unnecessary amount of network traffic. However, during a crisis it provides the logic and information needed to resolve the problem. When the dangerous condition is over, the general health rulebase can unload the extreme analysis rulebase and return the monitoring level to normal.
Chapter 5  Performing Group Operations

This chapter describes how to interrogate and perform tasks on multiple remote TIBCO Hawk agents using TIBCO Hawk WebConsole.
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Group Operations

Group operations allow you to detect and solve problems on the network from any location. Using TIBCO Hawk WebConsole, you can explicitly solicit information from multiple TIBCO Hawk agents, then take action based on the results. Group operations include:

- Network query — querying one or more agents on the network to determine where particular conditions exist.
- Network query with a test — applying a test to query results in the same manner as in a rulebase.
- Network action — performing an action on one or more agents on your network.

Network query and action allow you to combine identical tasks you might perform on individual agents and implement them dynamically in a single operation. The query or action is performed by invoking microagent methods, using multiple instances of the same microagent distributed across the network.

Querying several agents can be a useful tool for determining thresholds when building tests in rules. You might first decide to test a potential threshold value through a query before committing the rule to a rulebase. Similarly, using a network action you can experiment with the effects of a particular action.

Network query and action are useful both as interactive tools, and for researching and testing how rules should be built.

The following table summarizes the different methods you can use to retrieve information and carry out tasks using TIBCO Hawk WebConsole.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Retrieving Information</th>
<th>Performing Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Now</td>
<td>Over Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On One Computer</td>
<td>invoke a microagent method</td>
<td>subscribe to a microagent method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>invoke a microagent method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>build a rulebase that takes an action at repeated intervals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1  Method to Retrieve Information and Perform Tasks
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Retrieving Information</th>
<th>Performing Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On Multiple Computers</td>
<td>perform a network query</td>
<td>perform a network action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>subscribe to microagent methods on multiple agents, or build a rulebase that sends alert messages, distribute it to other agents, and view all of the alerts at once</td>
<td>build a rulebase that takes an action at repeated intervals and distribute it to other agents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1  Method to Retrieve Information and Perform Tasks (Cont’d)
Interrogate a Microagents

When you interrogate microagents, you invoke a method interactively on any agent on your network and view the result locally in TIBCO Hawk WebConsole. The microagent method can return information, or take an action on an agent or managed application, or both.
Network Queries

Network query is a powerful feature because you can communicate with multiple TIBCO Hawk agents at one time. By performing a network query, you can ask multiple agents on your network any question you can ask an individual agent. Agents can be grouped by container or by the response to a prior question. The query is broadcast to every agent on your network, but only specific agents on the target list process the query and respond.

A network query has some of the same structural elements as a rule. However, parameters are specified dynamically, not stored in a rulebase. In TIBCO Hawk WebConsole, you specify a data source for the query, which is a microagent method with optional arguments. You can also specify an optional test to filter the result set. Network query tests differ from rulebase tests in the following ways:

- Tests are optional
- Only one test per query is allowed
- A test has no associated actions

For network queries that include a test, compound test syntax can extend its capabilities. For example, after querying a list of agents for a certain condition, you could apply a second condition to refine the list. Using compound test operators, you can specify complex logical criteria.
Network Actions

A network action is similar to a network query, except instead of gathering information you specify an action to perform on one or more remote agents. The action can be any task a microagent method of type IMPACT_ACTION or IMPACT_ACTION_INFO can perform. Examples of tasks you might perform as a network action include loading rulebases, starting and stopping processes, or executing custom scripts.

Since performing a single network action can have a widespread effect, use this powerful feature with caution.
This chapter describes TIBCO Hawk configuration modes.
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Configuration Modes

On your network, configuration objects such as schedules and rulebases are retrieved using either manual or automatic configuration. The mode you choose might depend on the number of TIBCO Hawk agents running on your network, and the number and complexity of configuration objects.

- With manual configuration, you manually configure which rulebases an agent loads by editing the rulebase map or adding them to the -rulebases configuration parameter. For more information, see Rulebase Map on page 30.

  At startup, the agent searches one or more directories or Repositories to find the specified configuration object. All changes are temporary, until you decide to make them permanent by saving them to a file or a Repository.

- With automatic configuration, all changes applied to the agent are permanent. In this mode, you automatically specify rulebases for the agent to load at startup by saving and deleting rulebases from the auto-configuration directory.

You specify a configuration mode and other parameters when starting a TIBCO Hawk agent, and the agent searches the configuration source for configuration objects. A configuration source is one or more directories on the agent machine, or one or more Repository names on the network.

This section describes how configuration objects are stored and retrieved. For implementation details on Manual or Automatic Configuration modes, see TIBCO Hawk Installation and Configuration. For method descriptions, see the TIBCO Hawk Microagent Reference.
Chapter 7  The TIBCO Hawk Event Service

This chapter describes the role of the TIBCO Hawk Event Service, a separate process that collects information about TIBCO Hawk agents.
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- Using the Event Service for Integration, page 55
Overview

The TIBCO Hawk Event Service is a separate process that collects information about TIBCO Hawk agents. Because it runs independently from other TIBCO Hawk processes, the Event Service can detect and report the event if an agent process should fail.

The main tasks of the Event Service are:

- Record events reported by agents in text files or relational databases using JDBC
- Detect and respond to agent termination
- Asynchronously notify using AMI

For instructions on installing and starting the TIBCO Hawk Event Service, see *TIBCO Hawk Installation, Configuration, and Administration Guide*.

AMI Instrumentation

The Event Service is implemented as an AMI microagent, which allows users to be asynchronously notified on instances of agent activation, expiration, alerts generated and alerts cleared by Hawk Agents on a particular Hawk domain.

The microagent *COM.TIBCO.hawk.microagent.HawkEventService* exposes the following asynchronous methods:

- _onUnsolicitedMsg
- onAgentAlive
- onAgentExpired
- onAlert
- onClear
- onMicroAgentChange
- onRulebaseChange

For more information on these methods, see the *TIBCO Hawk Microagent Reference*. 
Persistence of TIBCO Hawk Events using JDBC

All alerts generated and cleared by TIBCO Hawk Agents across the network, as well as agent activation and expiration events, are written to a relational database using JDBC. Data is stored in two separate tables, created automatically at startup (if they are not already present in the specified database):

- **HawkAgentInfo.** The events `onAgentAlive`, `onAgentExpired`, `onMicroAgentAdded`, `onMicroAgentRemoved`, `onRulebaseAdded` and `onRulebaseRemoved` add rows to this table.
- **HawkAlertClearInfo.** Events `onAlert` and `onClear` add rows to this table.

Fault Tolerance

You will normally run the TIBCO Hawk Event Service on a single system in a TIBCO Hawk managed network. However, multiple instances of the TIBCO Hawk Event Service can run on separate machines for fault tolerance.

For TIBCO Rendezvous transport, the Fault tolerance is implemented using TIBCO Rendezvous Fault Tolerance (TRFT). Each instance of a TIBCO Hawk Event Service process joins a fault tolerant group named `HawkEventService: hawkdomain`, where `hawkdomain` is the value of the `-hawk_domain` command line option.

To rank the members of a group, fault tolerance software sorts the members by weight. Weight is assigned using the `-ft` command line option. The member with the highest weight receives rank 1 (so it outranks all other members). When an instance fails, the next-highest instance is activated and the member with the next highest weight receives rank 2; and so on. When two or more members have the same weight, fault tolerance software ranks them in a way that is opaque to programs.

Refer to TIBCO Rendezvous documentation for details regarding fault tolerance while using the TIBCO Rendezvous transport.
Interpreting Event Service Data Files

When running, the Event Service records:

- All alerts generated and cleared by TIBCO Hawk agents across the network, as well as changes in agent alert level (represented as icon colors in TIBCO Hawk WebConsole)
- All instances of agent activation and expiration
- Add and remove operations for microagents and rulebases

It records these events in data files named `Event.dat`, located in the directory defined in the `-datadir` agent startup option. Data files contain event monitoring information, while separate log files named `Event.log` record the state of the Event Service itself.

The TIBCO Hawk Event Service creates rolling data files using the same mechanism as TIBCO Hawk log files. It also uses the same default values for file location, number and size.

Sample Alert Message

The following entry shows a sample alert message logged in an Event Service data file:

```
ALERT_RECEIVED : alert={ agent={ host-name=cricket, dns=none, host-ip=123.123.123.123, network-ip=123.123.123.0 }, alert-id=58, rulebase=Mail, alert-state=75, alert-text=%processor time >= 25, time-received=Thu Sep 24 09:03:56 EDT 1998 } ## Thu Sep 24 09:03:56 EDT 1998 ##
```

The `dns` field has a value of `none` unless an agent domain is specified. The `alert-id` field is a numeric identifier for the alert that is unique across `host-name` and `dns` combinations. If a single condition generates multiple alerts, the alert messages have the same `alert-id` value.

Agent State Change Entries

Event Service data files contain the following types of entries for agent state changes:

```
AGENT_ALIVE : agent={ host-name=ultrahawk1, dns=none, host-ip=160.101.246.16, network-ip=160.101.246.0 }, alert-state=75, ## Sat Dec 18 11:40:36 EST 1999 ##
```

```
ALERT_CLEARED : agent={ host-name=protege, dns=none, host-ip=123.123.123.123, network-ip=123.123.123.0 } alert-id=35, reason=test evaluated to FALSE, ## Thu Sep 24 09:04:03 EDT 1998 ##
```
AGENT_STATE_CHANGE : agent={ host-name=cricket, dns=none, host-ip=123.123.123.123, network-ip=123.123.123.0 }, new-alert-state=0, ## Thu Sep 24 09:04:27 EDT 1998 ##

AGENT_REINITIALIZED : agent={ host-name=jaguar, dns=none, host-ip=123.123.123.123, network-ip=123.123.123.0 }, alert-state=75, ## Thu Sep 24 09:06:09 EDT 1998 ##

In agent entries, alert levels are represented numerically. To find the text equivalent, use the following table to translate the value of the alert-state field:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeric Value</th>
<th>Alert Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Notification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Microagent and Rulebase Event Entries**

Event Service data files contain the following types of entries for microagent and rulebase events:


RULEBASE_ADDED : AgentID={ host-name=pchawk1, dns=none, host-ip=160.101.246.11, network-ip=160.101.246.0 }, rulebase=cricket, state=75, at Sat Dec 18 11:50:36 EST 1999

Executing Commands on Loss of Agent

If TIBCO Hawk agent process is terminated by user or abnormally due to loss of network communication, HAWK Event Service can be configured to execute a script or set of programmatic instructions. Such script could also send an e-mail or text message providing instant notification.

This configuration is facilitated in Hawk Event Service Configuration file (hawkevent.cfg) via “-script” parameter.

By default, this is not enabled. To execute a command script on loss of agent, you need to provide the fully-qualified name of an executable file in hawkevent.cfg. and enable it by un-commenting (removing “#” from the beginning of line) that parameter.

For example, `-script <fully-qualified name of an executable file>

An example of script file providing the notification message is as follows.

Hawk Event Service can provide the following arguments in this order:

1. Agent name (usually the name of the machine where the agent is installed)
2. IP address of the machine where the agent runs

For example, for an agent running on Microsoft Windows, a script named sendpage.bat might contain the following lines:

```
@echo off
rem Usage - sendpage.bat <agentname> <agent_ipaddress>
send_page.exe %1 %2
exit
```

You could also call a script that logs into the machine and checks for the existence of an agent process before sending notification.
Using the Event Service for Integration

In addition to storing a record of events, the TIBCO Hawk Event Service is a useful tool for exchanging information between TIBCO Hawk agents and other monitoring products. If an external application can read and parse log files, you can notify it of TIBCO Hawk events. Configure the application to read the Event Service data files and parse log entries, using pattern matching techniques to locate headings for particular event types.

This method of exchanging information is easier to manage and generates less network traffic than using SNMP traps or executing scripts on the remote machine. More significantly, if a TIBCO Hawk agent process terminates, the Event Service can notify the external application. Any mechanism that relies on the TIBCO Hawk agent to exchange data with external applications cannot provide this type of notification.
Chapter 8  Planning Your Monitoring Strategy

This chapter describes how to analyze situations on your network that could be monitored using TIBCO Hawk software. It also explains how to translate monitoring requirements into elements of a TIBCO Hawk rulebase.

Topics

- Overview, page 57
- Define Problem Areas, page 58
- Translate Requirements, page 61
- Formulate Rules, page 63
This chapter helps you identify the ways TIBCO Hawk software can help monitor and manage your distributed systems and applications. To create a monitoring strategy, you need to identify the potential sources of problems and analyze how they can be prevented. Most monitoring tasks can be automated, but you must identify the unique situations that occur on your network. If you are new to monitoring, this chapter will help you define a strategy. If you already have a monitoring strategy, reading this chapter will help you refine it.
Define Problem Areas

The first step in any monitoring strategy is to consider issues with resource contention or other problems that have occurred in the past. Make a list of questions you would like to answer about your network systems and applications, problems you would like to solve, and situations you would like to avoid. For example:

- Be notified when an internal application metric exposed through AMI is in a problem state.
- Be notified when critical processes fail or consume too many system resources, such as memory or CPU cycles.
- Be notified when disk space is low, or when it is decreasing at some critical rate.
- Gain more control over processes that slow down the system.
- Avoid multiple servers going down on the same day.
- Be notified when important messages appear in log files or event logs.

When the list is complete, assign a priority to each item. Decide which improvements provide the greatest benefit to your enterprise, then rank items in order of importance.

Define Information Requirements

For each item you choose to focus on, define the information that is required to answer the question, solve the problem, or avoid the situation. For example, to gain more control over processes that slow the system, you might track the number of processes running on each server, or measure system response time.

Identify Corrective Actions

Identify actions that could fix or avoid the problems you defined. If the problem is slow servers, for example, a corrective action might be “Terminate redundant or low-priority processes.”
Map Information Requirements

The next step is to map information requirements to microagent methods. Evaluate TIBCO Hawk microagent methods and their results, both platform-independent and platform-specific. Consider methods that return data: IMPACT_INFO and IMPACT_ACTION_INFO. Often analogous methods for each operating system return similar information. If possible, match each information need to a microagent method result field.

A key requirement is that you specify one information source per item. You might also need to redefine questions or conditions to fit available options. For example, to solve the problem of the system running slowly, choose the most appropriate metric: CPU utilization, file reads per minute, or the number of simultaneously running processes. Usually one source provides the best answer. If multiple operating systems exist on your network, a separate mapping might be required for each operating system.

If a piece of information is not provided by default TIBCO Hawk microagents, look for alternate ways of providing the information to a TIBCO Hawk agent—through an AMI gateway to an application, or by retrieving data from custom scripts. If a third-party application is business-critical, consider instrumenting it using the TIBCO Hawk Application Management Interface (AMI).

Map Action Requirements

After information requirements are fulfilled by microagent methods, you map action requirements to microagent methods. Consider TIBCO Hawk microagent methods of type IMPACT_ACTION or IMPACT_ACTION_INFO to learn about available actions. If possible, map each required action to a microagent method.

If an action cannot be performed by TIBCO Hawk action methods, look for alternate ways to perform it. You can call custom executables or reach directly into an application using AMI (or by writing an AMI gateway to an application).

At this point, you can also define practical meanings for low, medium and high alert levels. For example, high-level alerts might be reserved for actions that require intervention by the system administrator, or for maintenance tasks that take more than 30 minutes to complete.
Refine Corrective Actions

Define timing and circumstances for corrective actions. Define when a question needs to be answered or a problem solved. How often and under what circumstances does a solution need to occur? What are the potential causes of the problem? How quickly does the information change? Does it build over hours, or happen all at once? How often does it happen? What are the symptoms? Is there a fault-tolerant backup for a critical application?

Define when a problem is considered resolved. Define a resolution for each problem: what signals that balance is restored? What is adequate? What is normal?
Translate Requirements

After monitoring requirements are defined, you can translate them into TIBCO Hawk terms. For each item, create a mapping table with a structure similar to the following table. To find TIBCO Hawk equivalents, refer to the *TIBCO Hawk Methods Reference*, and consult task and action tables in Chapter 3, *Monitoring with Rulebases*.

### Table 3  Mapping Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Sample Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information to gather</td>
<td>The microagent and method to invoke, the script or command to execute, a manual procedure, or the AMI method to call. Include any arguments the method requires and any return values. Include all means of solving the problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often to gather the information</td>
<td>Every sixty seconds, or whenever a log file entry is made, or whenever a message is received from a managed application through AMI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions that define the question, problem, or situation</td>
<td>When the disk space falls below ten percent, when the server load is twice normal, when the AMI message contains the word &quot;error&quot;. If multiple circumstances apply, include them all.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions for TIBCO Hawk to take</td>
<td>Raising an alert, calling a microagent method, executing a script that pages the system administrator, triggering an email action, modifying an application through its management interface. Include all actions you want to take.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When resolution occurs</td>
<td>When the value returns inside a reasonable range, when the error message no longer exists (for how long?), when the instrumented application returns an acceptable value.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Transform to Rule Elements

Transform the table entries into TIBCO Hawk rule elements using the following equivalents:

- *Information* — a microagent, method and arguments in a rule’s data source
- *How often* — a data delivery interval in a rule’s data source
- *Conditions* — each test in a rule
- *Actions* — each test’s actions
- **Resolution** — how a test is cleared (a clear test or other option)

Use the default rulebases supplied with the TIBCO Hawk software as examples. You can also copy these rulebases to use as the basis for new rules.

A data source includes a microagent method, its arguments, and a data delivery interval (for synchronous methods). The data source is used for all tests and actions in the rule. Since the first field in your table corresponds to a microagent method and the second field corresponds to a data delivery interval, all items in the list with the same entries in the first and second columns can be grouped together in the same rule.

Some items in the list might become tests in a common rule. For example, items that depend on the same "under what circumstances" information could be separate actions in the same test.

### Plan Rulebases

Analyze your monitoring rules, tests and actions, then group them into sets based on function or location. For example, group together rules that:

- Monitor a particular application
- Perform a particular system function, such as process management
- Monitor separate operating systems into one set for each operating system

Following these guidelines is particularly important for taking advantage of Rulebase View. For more information, refer *TIBCO Hawk Programmer’s Guide*.

Rules that remain after others are grouped into sets might belong to a base set for all agents. For identification purposes, rulebase names should reflect the functions they perform.
Formulate Rules

With requirements defined and translated into TIBCO Hawk equivalents, you can encapsulate monitoring logic in TIBCO Hawk rulebases.

Build and Test Rules

In TIBCO Hawk WebConsole, create a new rulebase and then build each rule with a data source, tests and actions. If overlap exists between your requirements and default TIBCO Hawk rulebases, try copying and modifying an existing rulebase.

Consider simulating the situation in a test, such as starting several copies of a process and observing a TIBCO Hawk agent terminate all but one process. Use this technique to verify that the rule performs as planned.

Another way to test rules is to use network query and action and invoke methods that imitate the action of the rule.

Refine Rules

After rulebases are built and performing roughly as designed, you can fine-tune them as follows:

- Increase rule efficiency by considering ways to faster and better respond to monitored conditions. Advanced testing and action options might be more efficient. Consider using different metrics, or changing thresholds.
- Maximize the information content of messages by using variable substitution to add information from a data source to your alerts and notifications.
- Consider other monitoring options such as building your own scripts, or instrumenting an application with an AMI interface.
- Increase the automation of your monitoring effort as you see possibilities to automate tasks you now do yourself. For example, using escalation to automate a scaled response to a continuing problem can eliminate the need for intervention. Adding a true test counter to a test can reduce the number of false alarms.

Use Alternate Methods

You might already have developed scripts or executable programs that monitor critical functions. You can incorporate these programs into your TIBCO Hawk environment using the `execute`, `executeForNumber()` and `executeForString()` methods of the Custom microagent.
Examine your current monitoring solution to identify tasks that can be fully automated using TIBCO Hawk software. Some monitoring tasks performed by scripts may be easier to perform using TIBCO Hawk agents and rulebases. For example, if you use a script that checks for process existence on a UNIX system, the script probably executes the ps command every so often. Using the Process microagent is a more efficient way to do this because it does not have to start a new process each time the process table is checked.
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